Abstract: A physiological model for short-term memory (STM) based on dual theta (5-10 Hz) and gamma (20-60 Hz) oscillation was proposed by Lisman and Idiart (1995). In this model a memory is represented by groups of neurons that fire in the same gamma cycle. According to this model, capacity is determined by the number of gamma cycles that occur within the slower theta cycle. We will discuss here the implications of recent reports on theta oscillations recorded in humans performing the Sternberg task. Assuming that the oscillatory memory models are correct, these findings can help determine STM capacity.
In reading the target article by Cowan it is evident that it is problematic to determine the STM capacity from psychophysical experiments alone. The main problem is to design experiments in which the influence of chunking and long-term memory are controlled. The framework of oscillatory memory models (Jensen & Lisman 1996; 1998; Lisman & Idiart 1995) may allow the capacity of STM to be tested more directly. In these models multiple representations are assumed to be kept active by a multiplexing network where the dynamics are controlled by nested theta (5 -10 Hz) and gamma (20-80 Hz) oscillations. A memory is represented by a group of neurons that fire in the same gamma cycle. The set of memory representations is sequentially reactivated, one representation per gamma cycle, in each theta cycle. Hence, the number of gamma cycles per theta cycle determines the capacity of the memory buffer.
The retrieval time from STM is measured by the Sternberg method in which a set of S items is presented to a subject. After a few seconds retention the subject must press a button to indicate whether a probe item matched one of the items on the list. The models predict that the gamma period, T gamma , determines the increase in reaction per item (the Sternberg slope).
In the initial model it was proposed that the Sternberg slope equaled T gamma (Lisman & Idiart 1995) . In later work, which attempted to account for the full distribution of the reaction time data, a correction term was introduced (Jensen & Lisman 1998) . Since memory scanning cannot be initiated in the period of the theta cycle when the S items are activated a wait-time comes into play. The average wait-time is ST gamma . Hence the corrected contribution to the retrieval time is ST gamma ϩ T gamma S ϭ T gamma S resulting in the Sternberg slope: T gamma . The Sternberg slope has been determined to 35-40 msec/item, hence T gamma Ϸ 25msec ( f gamma ϭ 40 Hz) in multiple psychophysical studies.
While this strategy may make it possible to estimate T gamma psychophysically, there are not yet clear strategies for determining the frequency of theta psychophysically. Thus, we cannot suggest how the framework of oscillatory models would provide an independent way of measuring storage capacity on the basis of purely psychophysical data.
The great advantage of the oscillatory memory models is that they can be tested by recording brain rhythms in humans performing STM tasks. So far there are no reports on ongoing gamma activity measured during the Sternberg task. However, in several recent studies it has been possible to measure ongoing theta activity in subjects performing the Sternberg task (Jensen & Tesche 2000; Raghavachari et al. 1999) . In these studies the theta frequency during the retention interval of the Sternberg task was measured at 7-8 Hz. The on-and offset of the theta activity correlated with the events of the task, whereas the frequency was independent of the memory load. Applying the theta frequencies measured in these experiments and the gamma frequency estimated from the Sternberg slope, the upper limits of STM is about 5-6 items. Future studies in which both theta and gamma are measured simultaneously will allow a more precise estimate. Several studies hint that this will be possible in the future. In a recent EEG study, Tallon-Baudry et al. (1999) have reported ongoing gamma activity during the retention period of a delayed-matching-to-sample task. The frequency of the gamma activity ranged from 24 to 60 Hz which is too broad to be used for estimating the STM capacity. There have also been attempts to manipulate the frequency of the gamma rhythm. By delivering periodic auditory stimuli in the gamma range (or half the gamma frequency), Burle and Bonnet (2000) sought to entrain the gamma generators in humans performing the Sternberg task. Consistent with the oscillatory memory model they were able to increase or decrease the Sternberg slope by supposedly driving the gamma generators to higher or lower frequencies.
In conclusion, it is now possible to envision experiments which will rigorously test oscillatory models of STM. It may be possible to determine by direct measurement how many gamma cycles occur during a theta cycle while a subject is actually performing a STM task. If this number correlates with storage capacity, as measured psychophysically, it would lend credence to oscillatory models and provide insight into the absolute magnitude of capacity, independent of assumptions about chunking. Abstract: Cowan's concept of a pure short-term memory (STM) capacity limit is equivalent to that of memory subitizing. However, a robust phenomenon well known in the Sternberg paradigm, that is, the linear increase of RT as a function of memory set size is not consistent with this concept. Cowan's STM capacity theory will remain incomplete until it can account for this phenomenon.
The magic number four: Can it explain
After almost half a century of being imbued in the doctrine of magic number 7, one is reminded by Cowan's target article that this number may not be as sure a thing as most people have believed it to be. Cowan's target article poses some serious challenges to a long established tenet about memory and provides the field with new ideas and the vigor necessary for the continued advancement of our discipline. However, some well established facts in the short-term-memory (STM) literature seem to be incompatible with Cowan's characterization of the pure STM capacity limit. The concept of pure capacity limit of 4 has to account for these well known STM facts if it is to become a serious competitor of, and a possible alternative to Miller's (1956) theory of STM capacity of 7 Ϯ 2.
Cowan argues that a pure measure of STM storage capacity, uncontaminated by rehearsal (or the use of other mnemonic devices such as chunking) or the mental processing sometimes required beyond simple retaining, can be obtained. The size of this capacity is 4. One crucial defining property of the information held in this pure STM storage capacity, according to Cowan, is its being the target of the momentary focus of attention. Any information within this window of attentional focus is fully activated and fully accessible. In other words, Cowan's concept of a pure STM storage is a memory version of the perceptual process known as subitizing (Jensen et al. 1950; Jou & Aldridge 1999; Kaufman et al. 1949; Klahr 1973; Logie & Baddeley 1957; Mandler & Shebo 1982) , which is defined as a rapid, effortless, and yet highly accurate immediate apprehension of the numerosity of a small number (typically under five) of items. It is also in essence the same as
